The Future Accommodation Model (FAM)
2018 Baseline Survey Findings
Background

2018 Baseline Findings

The FAM Strategic Survey forms part of a range
of data collection activities being undertaken by
Defence to measure the success of the 3-year
FAM Pilot, currently being run at HMNB Clyde, Aldershot
Garrison and RAF Wittering.
Distributed annually to regular serving personnel at each
pilot site, the survey aims to assess and monitor the
attitudes and impact of the FAM offer on Service personnel
during the Pilot.
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Most importantly, the survey provides you with a unique
opportunity to influence and adjust policy, so that when
FAM rolls out to the rest of the Defence community, it is
tried, tested and fit for purpose.
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Forming a Baseline
In 2018, ahead of the FAM Pilot rollout, Defence
undertook a Strategic Accommodation Survey
to assess the attitude and impact of the current
accommodation offer on regular Service personnel.
The data collected in this baseline survey has allowed
Defence to establish a benchmark against which they
can compare and contrast the results of all FAM Strategic
Surveys, the first of which is scheduled for release in
early 2021.
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Current Accommodation Offer
You were most satisfied with:

. the different types of Service

Taking Part
The feedback you provided in the 2018 Strategic
Accommodation Survey set a clear benchmark
for future FAM surveys, however, it has also already been
used to adjust and improve FAM Pilot policy.
To make sure that moving forward Royal Navy, Army and
RAF personnel have an equal say on who, where and how
they are accommodated in the future, it is imperative that
if you are parented by a Pilot site you complete the
FAM Strategic Survey by 15 Mar 21.

accommodation available

. your entitlement or eligibility for your
preferred service accommodation type
You felt that the accommodation offer impacted
most upon your:

. decision to leave or remain in Armed Forces
. ability to do your job

Further Information
Royal Navy
To find out more about FAM, visit the
Navy NBCC FAM Team SharePoint Site
or email the FAM Cell at Faslane on
People-FAMCELL-CLY@mod.gov.uk

Thank you to everyone who
has taken part in this survey

Army
To find out more about FAM, visit the
Aldershot FAM Team SharePoint Site
or email the FAM Cell at Aldershot on
People-FAMCELL-ALD@mod.gov.uk

RAF
To find out more about FAM, visit the
RAF Wittering FAM Team SharePoint Site
or email the FAM Cell at RAF Wittering on
People-FAMCELL-WIT@mod.gov.uk

